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Once again, thank you very much for welcoming my colleagues and me at offices yesterday
afternoon. Please do extend my gratitude to him and to your colleague who, as she just recently 
joined, did not have her name card.

We hope that the meeting was informative to you. If you have any need for further information or, even 
better, if you'd like to come and visit us in our head offices (in Singapore or Jakarta) and in the field, please 
do not hesitate to contact us.

As per your request, please find attached the presentation we made.

We enjoyed discussing your concerns and look forward to our next meeting to support a process that will 
bring the European Union and Indonesia (and ASEAN) together as two formidable partners in Fair Trade in 
Sustainable Goods. As one particular question, I would appreciate your help to introduce us to a colleague 
to whom we could explain Indonesia's levy for aid to the Replantation Program
for (independent) smallholder farmers. Only with such aid can & will they make the necessary investments 
to cutting their existing trees to use certified newly developed seeds, in order to increase their yield and 
income, thus also avoiding any encroachment into protected areas.

Looking forward to your response, I remain

With kind regards (and best wishes for a speedy recovery to

://aoldenaqri.com.sq/:om/en/aoribusiness-an'
Telephone Belgium 
Handphone Indonesia 
Skype, Twitter, Linked In

CONFIDENTIALITY CAUTION : This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is 
addressed and contains information that is privileged and confidential. If you, the reader of this message, are not the 
intended recipient, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this communication. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the original message and any 
attachments. Thank you.
Please note that the contents of this email and all attachments to it have been obtained from or derived from publicly 
available sources that has not been independently verified by the sender. The sender therefore makes no representation 
or warranty as to the accuracy, validity or completeness of the information. Thank you.
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